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Abstract: 

The subject of insulting things that are holy for Muslims has had an accelerant trend in recent years and 

enemies of Islam having a goal and that is to make disappear or bringing about metamorphosis of the 

Islamic identity of Muslims societies through a style and that is to expressing religious bases and 

necessities reviling things that are holy from a religious aspect, ridiculing being religious and fidelity as 

far as principles and Godly decrees are concerned have intensified and have made vaster their activities 

regarding destruction of Islam and their fighting with that. In this research work I want to prove that first 

the subject of ridiculing things that are holy and are old is a trick of all of those who dent and enemies of 

history vis-a-vis the invitation of heavenly prophets and that is illustrative and it lets go. Once they have 

considered their emptiness and falseness and their belongings vis-à-vis revelation lights that destroy 

darkness and they have gotten to know that their force and thoughts are unable and are defeated in a 

rational face up with revelation. Weary and unable to escape they have ridiculed, criticized and have 

created a style of the introductions. Second the practical character sketch of Islam’s dear prophet and 

having zeal and the enthusiasm that one can be proud of they have encountered insults and outrages. 

Islam and Muslims were great and had honor until the pillars of what were holy and the walls of respect 

were there and once they came down being proud lessened. Third through exact examination and 

reflection on Islam’s interpretive, validity, jurisprudential and historical sources based on the style of 

authoring and symmetry of the views of Sunni and Shia sects expressive signs of unity of cultural bases 

of Muslims and their peak of religious zeals and enthusiasm. And the impression is and it can be 

reasoned that Muslims have a common practical program and an ideal in facing the above-mentioned 

insults and in that vein the famous Fatwa or declaration of Imam Khomeini (peace be upon him) 

regarding the writer of the book titled “Satanic verses” is completely coordinated with and is in the 

same direction with the prophet’s tradition and the character sketch of all true Muslims of Islam’s 

history. 


